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A DOUBLE LINKAGE BETWEEN POLICIES AND MEASURES

More later on the

ambiguity of the

word “results”
 Every policy requires a system for measuring results

 Every system for measuring results requires a policy

 A relevant example of this double linkage between

policies and measures, which is at the centre of the

OECD Global project, is offered by European Union

cohesion policy
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WHAT IS EU COHESION POLICY?

 promotes a wide spectrum of integrated public goods and

services (22% transport, 15% environment, 15% research and

innovation, 8% education and training, 7% labour market

measures, etc.) in all Regions of Europe

 is financed via conditional grants based on “Contracts”

between the European Commission and Member States or

administrative Regions

 is endowed with 50 billion euro per year, about 36% of the EU

7-year budget

EU Cohesion Policy:
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EU COHESION POLICY NEEDS TO BE REFORMED

AND REFORM CALLS FOR NEW MEASURES

 The European Union, a “Federation-in-the-making”, represents one of the boldest
attempts ever made to pursue peace and prosperity through a gradual loosening of
existing national ties and the creation of an “identification” or “feeling of
community” among citizens of different nations (see 1932 Letter from Freud to
Einstein in Peace-1960; and Spinelli, Rossi-1941)

 After successfully achieving market unification and knocking down barriers to the
mobility of citizens, goods and capital, the European Union is presently having
great difficulties in fulfilling its citizens’ expectations to:

take advantage of the opportunities of market unification

fight its threats to their standards of living

 EU cohesion policy is aimed at meeting those expectations but its effects are
doubtful. Failing this policy, the EU “feeling of community” would be harmed and
national (and regional) ties would prevail and possibly undo the Union

 A strong need exists to reform cohesion policy

 A pillar of this reform is a leap forward in the system for measuring
objectives and results in terms of EU citizens’ well-being
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THE AGENDA FOR REFORM

An independent Report, requested by the European Commission, was delivered in the

Summer 2009 (see http://ec.europa.eu/regional_policy/policy/future/barca_en.htm) to

put forward an Agenda for reform of cohesion policy. It proposes:

1) A shift in the policy concept

from a logic of financial redistribution between Member States and Regions

with a focus on convergence of GDP per capita

a logic of place-based development

with a focus on results to be measured in the multiple dimensions of

people’s well-being

to

2) A radical reform of the governance and of the system of measures in order to

implement this policy concept and to produce tangible results
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WHAT IS A PLACE-BASED DEVELOPMENT POLICY

 A place-based development policy is:

a long-term development strategy aiming at reducing underutilization of
resources and social exclusion of specific places, through the production of
integrated bundles of public goods and services,

determined by extracting and aggregating people’s knowledge and
preferences in these places and turning them into projects (places = functional
regions = projects),

and exogenously promoted through a system of grants subject to conditionalities
and multilevel governance
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A PLACE-BASED STRATEGY CALLS FOR A
FINE BALANCE BETWEEN SUBSIDIARITY AND CONDITIONALITY

policy and institutions must be tailored to contexts, by entrusting project design
and implementation to the level of government which is as close as possible to
the “place”

the exogenous intervention needs enough leverage to break local institutional
traps and to promote innovators, by establishing institutional principles for the
implementation and ensuring that measurable objectives are set

 On the one hand, a place-based strategy requires effective subsidiarity:

 On the other hand, a place-based strategy requires effective conditionality:

 If subsidiarity is over-played, a place-based policy is more likely to be captured

by local rent-seekers the very rationale of an exogenous intervention gets lost

 If conditionality is over-played, the mobilization of local knowledge and

preferences is weakened and paternalism prevails  exogenous interventions

become ineffective (or even counter-productive)
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1. A system of flexible and effective contracts between the institutions running
the exogenous intervention and the “places”

THE RIGHT BALANCE BETWEEN SUBSIDIARITY AND CONDITIONALITY CAN BE 

ACHIEVED THROUGH A GOVERNANCE BASED ON THREE INTERCONNECTED  PILLARS

2. Experimentalism and openness, to create incentives for actors at place level
to experiment with solutions and exercise mutual monitoring

3. A system of measures tailored to contexts

A system aimed at “orienting policy to results” by playing two distinct cords:

giving room to policy-makers at place level to set specific outcomes, context by
context, in a participatory way,

ensuring cross-place comparability of results and remedial action by the
institutions promoting the exogenous intervention

A combination of complete and incomplete contracts is needed between levels of
government and with private actors that allows:

space for conditionalities

space for learning

Learning and negotiating methods must be employed so as to create an incentive
for actors at place level to reveal and exchange knowledge and to experiment
with solutions and exercise mutual monitoring, while being exposed to external
knowledge
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“ORIENTING POLICY TO RESULTS”:

A CLARIFICATION

 “Orienting policy to results” includes four different functions:

This is 

what 

cohesion 

policy 

already 

does


Learning about what policy actually is

 evaluation of the implementation process is needed, since “policy” is not

adequately identified by its normative description, but it is shaped through

implementation

Ensuring that policy-makers comply with “results” which are (almost) fully within their

means, i.e. procedural, financial and (partly) output targets

 automatic incentives and sanctions can be used (through complete or incomplete

contracts) in order to improve policy-makers’ effort

This is 

the core 

of the 

new 

metric



Promoting policy-makers’ focus on final targets in terms of people’s well-being, i.e.
“results” which (unlike procedural or financial outputs) are only partly within policy-
makers’ means,

 outcome indicators and targets linked to contexts and interventions must be used,
 automatic incentives and sanctions must be employed with great care, since we

have very limited understanding of the causal link between policy and outcomes
and the failure to measure some dimensions can produce a serious bias

Learning about what (which policy) works

 impact evaluation is needed (not indicators!) to estimate causality between

interventions and outcomes
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PROMOTING POLICY-MAKERS’ FOCUS ON OBJECTIVES:

THE USE OF OUTCOME INDICATORS AND TARGETS (1)

The European Union should first make the most of what it has already built. A
methodology called “Open method of coordination” (OMC) has promoted the creation of
an effective system of indicators for cross-country comparison. It needs to be adopted
by cohesion policy and extended to (NUTS2) Regions.

A specific example for the objective of “social inclusion” (increasing the share of
individuals and groups which are above socially acceptable thresholds in the different
dimensions of their well-being).

For this objective, OMC has set the route (see Marlier, Atkinson, Cantillon, Nolan 2007):
a system of EU-wide comparable indicators has been chosen which measure
outcomes in several dimensions of well-being (income, labour, education, material
deprivation, housing, health) with reference to each Member State as a whole;

data are now collected that satisfy a set of “requisites”:

 statistical validation and timely updating
 clarity of interpretation
 responsiveness to policy interventions;

as for thresholds, the view is consolidated that in a “Federation-in-the-making” they
must refer to both the “Federation” as a whole and to each Member State.

Cohesion policy must follow this route, by adopting a system of core indicators, setting
EU-wide reference targets for the long term, and asking Member States and Regions to
set national targets for the medium term.
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THE USE OF OUTCOME INDICATORS AND TARGETS (2)

place-based indicators must be promoted, where dimensions of well-
being, indicators and targets are tailored to specific contexts, as a
way to truly elicit people’s preferences and knowledge and to reduce
paternalism

the choice of both national and context indicators must combine
academic peer review, examination of existing data, consultation
between local governments and community representatives

the effective use of indicators and targets in public debate requires a

systematic return of data and results to the communities for

verification and discussion

Member States and Regions must be encouraged and assisted to

introduce, whenever suitable, financial incentives linked to targets,

coupled with the adoption of public Action Plans to achieve them

But three further steps must also be taken to suit a place-based

strategy:

1. The system of measure must also have the following features:
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supervise and be responsible for the production of the EU-wide core-indicators
and their timely updating

provide technical assistance and check requisites for the other indicators

promote/finance pilot surveys

THE USE OF OUTCOME INDICATORS AND TARGETS (3)

failure to achieve targets must be explained in reporting at EU level on Contract
implementation, but no sanction must be linked to it

failure to provide reasonable explanations for lack of progress towards targets
must lead to ad hoc evaluation

room must be allowed for revising indicators and targets in response to learning
at place level

progress in indicators and the gap between results and targets must never be
interpreted as a signal of policy impact

2. Indicators and targets must play a central role in the “Contracts” through

which grants are transferred to Member States and Regions:

3. The European Commission, the exogenous actor, should:
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LEARNING ABOUT WHAT WORKS:

THE USE OF PROSPECTIVE COUNTERFACTUAL IMPACT EVALUATION (1)

 All methodologies of impact evaluation addressing the question “what works?”

must be promoted, since they reduce our ignorance on the casual link between

policy and results

 But a special effort must be made to promote counterfactual impact evaluation

(CIE) - where impact is estimated by comparing outcomes for the beneficiaries of the

intervention with outcomes for a similar population of non-beneficiaries - designed

while interventions are being designed (prospective CIE). Why?

A large body of practical experience has accumulated all over the world in

different policy fields and it is ready to be exploited

Prospective CIE can provide ex ante a strong disciplinary effect on the

transparent identifications of:

 objectives (“what does <<works>> mean?”)

 mechanisms for selecting beneficiaries (since a “similar” population of non-

beneficiaries must be identified)

and on

 the timely collection of necessary data

Prospective CIE can provide local actors with some hard facts around which to

mobilize and to express support or dissent
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 A place-based strategy also poses specific challenges to CIE (heterogeneity

of interventions due to context-dependency, and multi-component nature of

interventions) that call for a gradual learning process.

 The European Commission should certainly not make CIE compulsory, but it

should rather:

promote CIE and provide strong technical assistance

create a “clearing house” for making all CIE studies accessible

conduct CIE pilots

THE USE OF PROSPECTIVE COUNTERFACTUAL IMPACT EVALUATION (2)

it allows the space for a cooperation between evaluators, policy-makers and

beneficiaries,

its experimental and participatory nature makes it easier to deal with the ethical

issues linked to randomization (which is particularly suitable to identify a

“similar” population), like ensuring truly informed consent

 A place-based strategy is particularly suitable to implement and develop

CIE, because:
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 Whether EU cohesion policy will actually be reformed is an open issue

 However, some conclusions can be drawn:

SUMMING UP

EU cohesion policy has been for 20 years a fertile ground for experimenting

and developing an innovative mix of policy and measures which aims at

an appropriate balance of conditionality and subsidiarity, but the use of this

mix is far from systematic,

this experience confirms the general principle that policies need their own

metrics as much as metrics need their own policies,

if the whole of EU cohesion policy were actually to be turned into a place-

based development strategy, the critical mass of the experiment would

be such as to produce a strong and lasting effect on measuring and to

give the European Union a leading role in the path envisaged by the

OECD Global project and now by the Stiglitz Commission.


